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Thereâ€™s no escaping a Dire Wolf on the hunt...Feared by even his own kind, Bez of the Dire Wolf

shifters knows exactly how to succeed in any battle. Even if that means racking up collateral

damage along the way. A simple mission into the swamplands to save a teenage wolf shifter should

have been an easy track and retrieval for a man with his training, but nothing comes easy when the

fates get involved.In one night, Omega Sariel went from a free, single shewolf to a captive with a

teenage girl to watch over and a couple of guards intent on making her life miserableâ€¦what little is

left of it. Then a soldier with ice in his eyes walks in, and the mating call begins. Heâ€™s too tough,

too harsh, too murderousâ€¦but when your life hangs in the balance, a lethal fighter in your corner is

better than battling alone. Especially one who isnâ€™t afraid to get a little dirty with her.Two

kidnapped women, one dangerous soldier unknowingly about to come face-to-face with fate, and a

monster set on destroying everything in its path. In the world of the Dire Wolves, a retrieval is a

simple mission for the unit of soldiers that make up their pack. But this time, a single glance blows

simple right out of the swamp and forces Bez to make his stand alone. One soldier, one fightâ€¦one

chance at forever.Savage Surrender is the lengthened version of a novella originally released in

2015 in the Masters Of The Hunt boxset.
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There are several good book series out there about the paranormal world of wolf shifters. However,

Ellis Leighâ€™s elements of strength, commitment, and dominance, wrapped up in a nice dose of

vulnerability, for me, stand out from the rest.In Leighâ€™s latest series, we meet the Dire Wolves -

the Ancientsâ€¦thought to be extinct by most. The Dires are the biggest, baddest, meanest breed of

wolf shifter, and seven men remain, having spent millennia fighting side by side. They are a pack

unto themselves.Book 1 is Bezâ€™s (Beelzebub) story. Someone is kidnapping pack Omegas â€“

rare and powerful female shifters - going as far as decimating entire packs to do it. Called in by

Blasius â€˜Blazeâ€™ Zenne, NALB (National Association of the Lycan Brotherhood) president to find

the latest taken Omega â€“ the teenager, Angelita, the methodical and relentless Bez is already

formulating his plan before he leaves the presidentâ€™s residence. Things go pretty much the way

Bez intendedâ€¦until he arrives at the location where the young Omega is being held and finds not

one, but TWO captive Omegas. One look at the second Omega, Sariel, and the mating call kicks in.

Bez is thrown off his game. Dire Wolves have been alone and unmated for hundreds of years â€“ so

long in fact, they figured there were NO mates for them. Now face to face with Sariel, he

cannotâ€¦and will not ignore the mating call. Heâ€™s still intent on his objective â€“ rescuing the

young Omega â€“ but there is no way heâ€™s leaving his fated mate behind to an almost certain

death once they find Angelita gone. Will Bez compromise his mission? Will it cost him his life and

the lives of two Omegas, one his destined mate?The tension is high in this story, because Bezâ€™s

actions do change the direction of his mission.

Title: Savage Surrender: A Dire Wolves MissionSeries: The Devil's DiresAuthor: Ellis

LeighDesignation: Book One of Series, Full-Length Standalone, No CliffhangerMy Rating: FIVE

DEVILISHLY ENTERTAINING STARS*****Wow! Ellis Leigh has outdone herself again with the

release of Savage Surrender, the first standalone book in her riveting new The Devil's Dires Series

and for me, it was love at first bite! I'm totally smitten with The Devil's Dires! I've been a diehard Ellis

Leigh fan for several years and anxiously await each new release. For anyone familiar with Leigh's

work, you may be asking yourself: why does Devil's Dires sound familiar. Well, there are actually

two reasons. First, Savage Surrender was originally published as part of the Masters of the Hunt

Anthology last year but has since been expanded into a more developed and extensive story arc to



introduce Leigh's new The Devil's Dires Series. I purchased the Masters of the Hunt Collection just

to read this story and thoroughly enjoyed the original version of Savage Surrender, but this

improved, revamped and lengthened adaptation is totally the bomb! And second, the Dire Wolves

were first introduced as secondary characters in Leigh's Feral Breed Motorcycle Club Series so

we've known of the existence of this select group of men/shifters for quite some time; we just didn't

know a whole lot about them other than they acted as the Cleaners for the NALB (North American

Lycan Brotherhood).But as always, I digress so let's talk about the mechanics of this book. The

story is exciting, imaginative, compelling, fast paced, action packed, sexy, romantic and

exceptionally well crafted and edited.
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